DISCOVER RONALD REGAMEY FOR CUTLER AND GROSS VISIONAIRES

Fascination: Paper Reflections at Cutler and Gross, Toronto

December 2017 – Luxury British eyewear brand Cutler and Gross is proud to feature artist Ronald
Regamey, with a presentation of “Fascination: Paper Reflections” in the Toronto store, as part of
Cutler and Gross Visionaires.
The Visionaires series encompasses a range of collaborations between Cutler and Gross and artistic
and creative talents, whether new, emerging or famous, who have the personality, creative vision
and intelligent style to help us all see the world differently.
To view “Fascination: Paper Reflections” complemented by Cutler and Gross eyewear, visit Cutler and
Gross, 758 Queen Street West, Toronto, ON, M6J 1E9
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
torontopr@cutlerandgross.com
www.cutlerandgross.com

About Cutler and Gross
Founded in 1969, British luxury eyewear brand Cutler and Gross combines the finest Italian
craftsmanship with irrefutably cool style. Since its establishment in fashion’s halcyon days, the
brand’s signature creativity has been applied to sunglasses and optical frames with their trademark
numbered designs and absence of an ostentatious logo.
The bold, individual style of Cutler and Gross has attracted some of the most prestigious names in the
industry for collaborations – from design houses such as Erdem, Comme Des Garçons and Maison
Martin Margiela, to creative icons including Victoria Beckham, Roksanda Ilincic and Bella Freud, as
well as limited edition launches such as Jay-Z for Barney’s New York.
Considered bastions of iconic eyewear, opticals and sunglasses designed by the brand have been
worn by some of the most recognisable faces of the last four decades. Brand fans include legendary
David Hockney, Grace Jones, Sir Elton John and Madonna, as well as influential artists and style
leaders, from Rihanna, Alicia Keys and Erykah Badu to Kate Moss and Manolo Blahnik.
www.cutlerandgross.com
@cutlerandgross

About Ronald Regamey
Born of Swiss and German descent, Ronald Regamey was born in Ontario after his parents
immigrated to Canada in the sixties. While he and his family of eight siblings did not have much,
Ronald was motivated to take control of his life. After studying fine arts at the Okanagan College,
Ronald moved to Switzerland in the late 80’s. Continuing his studies abroad, Ronald spent four years
in ceramic school. His career took a turn, and he began working with the developmentally disabled.
Focussing on creativity and daily care, Ronald continued his studies of both social work, and the arts.
Now that he is living back in Canada, Ronald’s work represents an accumulation of his life. Interested
in approaching the unapproachable while embracing forms, shapes and colors, Ronald is attracted to
mediums that support his own exploration. This journey allows Ronald to create truly unique work,
which stems from the unusual path, which his life has taken.

About Fascination: Paper Reflections
Light has always had an emotional contribution to how Ronald sees and feels the world. Combining
this with his fascination with paper, Ronald taught himself the Quilling technique. This allows his
work, using paper and glue, to take on bold and symmetrical shapes. Starting by cutting the strips of
paper that will be used in each form, Ronald moulds each form into place, and glues them together
to create a large mandala shape. Each finished piece can take up to 25 hours to complete, and
consists of 600 or 700 strips of paper. The simplicity of this process has allowed Ronald to create a
cohesive piece, which shines in specific details.
This installation will be up till the end of December, 2017.
For more on Ronald, visit http://www.regamey.ca/
Contact: regamey@gmail.com

